Vocabulary practice

Keywords
- glue (n) a sticky substance used to stick things together
- hand over (phr-v) to give something to someone
- head (v) to start to go in a particular direction
- holy (adj) associated with a religion or religions
- instant (adj) made quickly by adding hot water
- permit (n) an official document that proves that you have permission to do something
- pile up (phr-v) to arrange a lot of things one on top of another
- shed (n) a small building for storing things, usually made of wood and located in a garden
- wander (v) to walk slowly and in a relaxed way

1 Study the Key Words then cover them. Replace the words in bold in the sentences with words you can remember.

1 Which department do I need to go to for a piece of paper to go fishing here?
2 This toy is broken. Have you got any of that stuff you use to stick things together?
3 Do you prefer espresso coffee or the kind that you make just adding water?
4 He took the dirty plates and put them one on top of one another in the kitchen. (add them)
5 We have about six national holidays a year but only two are important for their religious meaning.
6 A lot of people have a small wooden building in the garden to store tools.
7 If everyone is ready, we can go to the coaches.
8 I’ve finished my work so I think I’ll walk slowly to the park.
Grammar practice

2 Look at the extract from the article. Then complete the sentences using the words given.

*The wood will be properly dried before it’s used for cooking.*

1 The corn / toast / before / grind up into flour.
2 The sauce / stir / until properly / cook.
3 The ingredients / store / until / need.
4 The organisers / choose / when the meal / finish.
5 The tamales / serve / when / heat up.
6 The ingredients / weigh / before / use.
7 The plates / wash and dry / before / put away.
8 The invitations / send out / when the date / decide.

3 Complete the sentences with before, until or when as appropriate.

1 The food will be kept in the fridge ______ it’s needed.
2 The hotel room will be cleaned ______ the guests check in.
3 The seats will be organised ______ the instructions are received.
4 The photos will be taken ______ the meal is finished.
5 The food will be served ______ the chef leaves.
6 The phone line will be connected ______ the company gets your bank details.
7 The volunteers will be interviewed ______ they’re given contracts.
8 The corn will be planted ______ the cold weather arrives.